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(starting from [13]), it is quite natural the emergence of the idea to use the 4d induced action of
[6, 7] to construct the quantum theory of gravity [14, 15] and to generalize the c-theorem from 2d
for the 4d space-time [16]. With respect to the renormalization group one can mention that the
contribution of all matter elds to anomaly and to the renormalization group equations for the












































































































give positive contribution to the -function of the parameter a
1
and negative contribution to the
-function of the parameter a
2
(see formulas (36) below). In relation to the beta-function of the
a
2
parameter the situation remains the same in the framework of a supergravity theory. Besides
(2), (3) and (4), conformal supergravity includes Weyl gravity (spin-2) and corresponding spin-3=2
elds. This universality has one important consequence: one can not cancel anomaly by choosing
the appropriate number of the elds of dierent spins. Therefore, in this point one meets an
important deviation between 2d and 4d cases, because in 2d the anomaly cancellation is indeed
possible and this provides the existence of the critical dimension in string theory.
Taking into account the interest to the higher (than 2d) dimensional conformal eld theories,
one can formulate two relevant questions: i) whether one can construct the conformal invariant
theories distinct from the theories (2), (3) and (4)? ii) If this is possible, what would be the
contribution to anomaly of these elds? In principle, it might happen that including some special
amount of these new elds into the denition of the integration measure, one could cancel the
anomaly. In this case these new conformal elds would violate universality of the renormalization
group ow. Summing up, the second question can be formulated as: whether it is possible to
maintain the conformal symmetry at quantum level by introducing some new elds?
Once the investigation of the second problem has been performed [17] and it was found that
the cancellation is impossible for the elds which compose the conformal supergravity theory. As
an example of the work done in direction i), one can indicate Ref. [18], where new tensor operators
with local conformal symmetry have been constructed. On the other hand, it was noticed long ago































to the trace anomaly has opposite sign [6], as compared to the usual elds (2), (3) and (4)
3
.
Why the existence of two dierent conformal scalars (2) and (6) is possible? The remarkable
















= ' : (7)
The main purpose of the present article is to construct the spinor analog of the action (6).
The form of the rst integral in (3) is dictated by the requirement of action to be Hermitian.













































is some third derivative covariant operator, and postulate the following transformation
law for the spinor  :















Indeed, these requirements guarantee the global conformal invariance with  = const [20]. However,
the possibility to have local conformal invariance is not at all obvious and we are going to investigate
it here.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the construction of the conformal
operator D

, and in section 3 { the calculation of its contribution to the trace anomaly. In the last
section we draw our conclusions and present some mathematical conjecture and some speculations
about possible physical applications of this and other possible conformal operators.
2 The derivation of the conformal operator






























































In [6] the contribution of (5) to the anomaly was taken with negative sign, for this was taken as the compensation
of the integration over the auxiliary eld.
3












































































































































































{ the last is a condition of Hermiticity. Our purpose
will be to nd such a values of a
1;2;3
, which provide both Hermiticity and conformal invariance of
the action (9).
For the one-parameter Lie group, one can safely restrict the consideration by the innitesimal
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holds for the unique choice of the Hermitian parameters
a
1











3 One-loop divergences and anomaly























































































































P - terms can not contribute to the divergences, and
therefore have no interest for us. Indeed, this can be checked explicitly. The derivation of the
divergences can be performed using the generalized Schwinger-DeWitt technique developed in [21].
Since all the steps in this calculus are quite similar to the ones presented in [21] for the four-














































































































Now we are in a position to calculate the divergent part of the one-loop eective action using
(26). For the sake of generality we shall perform the calculations for arbitrary values of a
1;2;3
, and
will substitute (22) only afterwards. After some long calculus, disregarding the non-essential terms
5






















































































































































































































2+ ::: : (28)






































































































































































































Replacing the coeÆcients (22) corresponding to the Hermitian conformal operator, and using the






























































term conrms the correctness of our calculations of both conformal operator and divergences.
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; b = +
3
40




Consider the cancellation of anomaly. In the four-dimensional space (D = 4), if one has only
conventional scalar, spinor and vector elds, the cancellation of anomaly is impossible due to the
fact that all these elds contribute to the coeÆcients ! and b (35) with the same signs. But,
situation might change if we have some high derivative elds. For instance, some examples of nite
and anomaly-free theory has been given in [22], where the IR and UV conformal xed points of the
renormalization group ow were established. Now, we shall see, that including the new conformal
elds one can achieve the anomaly cancellation in a dierent way.
Imagine that we have a theory with N
0
real massless conformal invariant scalars (2), N
1=2
Dirac spinors (3) and N
1
massless vectors. In addition, the theory includes n
3
copies of the high
derivative spinor (9) and n
4
copies of the high derivative scalar (6). Then the total expression for






















































































































































must be integers. One can see, that the cancellation of trace anomaly is,
in principle, possible, but it puts some restrictions on the eld composition N
0;1=2;1
of the matter








to be multiple of 32, N
1=2
to be multiple of 8 and
N
1
to be multiple of 4. The last conditions can be easily satised for some gauge groups. Then, in





can provide the complete cancelation of anomaly.
7
4 Conclusions and speculations
We have constructed the 3-derivative spinor action which possesses local conformal invariance.
Our solution is a generalization of the at-space operators [20] with global scale invariance. The
relation between the corresponding spinor and conventional massless Dirac spinor is similar to the
one between fourth derivative scalar (6) and usual conformal scalar (2). One can formulate the
following mathematical conjecture: those are only rst representatives of the innite family of the
conformal invariant operators with even (for scalars) and odd (for spinors) number of derivatives
in D = 4. The scalars and spinors corresponding to these operators transform according to their
classical dimension. The generalization to the D 6= 4 is also possible (see [23] for the  operator).
To check this conjecture would be an interesting mathematical problem.
The contributions of a new third derivative spinor to the trace anomaly has the sign opposite
to the one of the usual scalars, spinors and vectors, and the same as for the high derivative scalar
(6). One can guess that this sign distribution is related to the emergence and dominating con-
tributions of the high derivative unphysical ghosts, which are always present in the spectrum of
the high derivative operators. As an extension of our conjecture, one can suppose that the signs





will alter, as in (36). Therefore, if there exists a SYM theory with extended
supersymmetry, for which the one-loop anomaly is exact, one can dene the integration measure,
in curved space-time, in such a way that the D = 4 conformal symmetry is exact. This denition






. It might happen, that the investigation of this hypothesis can shed some light on the
supersymmetry breaking mechanism which may be, after all, related to the conformal anomaly.
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